
◆ Overall status of implementation of disposal of specified kinds of home appliance

Air conditioners Television sets Refrigerators Washing machines
Number of units collected at designated
collection sites thousand units 1,814 3,786 2,801 2,813

Number of recycled units thousand units 1,809 3,777 2,807 2,791
Weight of recycled units tons 79,044 103,200 161,131 85,764
Weight of recovered materials tons 64,939 83,868 103,546 58,710
Rate of recycling % 82% 81% 64% 68%
Notes:  1. Number of weight of recycled units indicates the total number and total weight of discarded specified home appliances which recycling procedures were taken

            2. Figures are rounded to whole numbers.   
            3. Number of units collected at designated sites and number of recycled units do not include units which do not specify appropriate manufacutrer to handle 
                recycling/disposals due to incorrect entry on a control tag.

◆ Overall status complying with Articles 47, Para.1 of the Enforcement Regulation (total)

 
Air conditioners Television sets Refrigerators Washing machines

 Iron tons 25,878 8,167 71,608 37,668
 Copper tons 4,137 3,835 1,267 789
 Aluminum tons 1,340 123 380 455
 Non-ferrous metals and iron tons 30,396 1,100 19,401 10,893
 Cathode-ray glass tons - 60,818 - -
 Other valuable material tons 3,185 9,823 10,888 8,903

Total weight tons 64,939 83,868 103,546 58,710
Notes:  1. Figures are rounded to whole numbers.
            2. "Other material of value" includes printed boards, plastics, etc.

◆Total weight of collected refrigerants Air conditioners Refrigerators
[kg] 994,732 310,915
[kg] 976,479 312,257

◆Total weight of collected liquefied CFCs contained in insulation materials Air conditioners Refrigerators
[kg] - 625,490

[kg] - 616,176

Note:  Figures are rounded to whole numbers.

                during FY 2003.

  - Total weight of the recovered parts and materials which can be used as parts and materials of a future products, transferred with or without fees.

 

Total weight of collected refrigerants
Total weight of destroyed collected refrigerants

Total weight of collected liquefied CFCs contained in insulation materials
Total weight of destroyed collected liquefied CFCs contained in insulation
materials

Note:  Figures are rounded to whole numbers.
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Total number of items that manufacturers and designated corporate bodies recycled from April 1, 2004 to March
31, 2005 (FY 2004) in accordance with the Home Appliance Recycling Law
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